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These Release Notes apply to the following products:












VidyoRoom HD-2
VidyoRoom HD-3
VidyoRoom HD-40 Revision A
VidyoRoom HD-40 Revision B
VidyoRoom HD-40 Revision C
VidyoRoom HD-100 Revision D
VidyoRoom HD-230 Revision A
VidyoRoom HD-230 Revision B
VidyoPanorama 600
VidyoRoom SE

What’s New in This Release
 Write Protection Mode feature
 We’ve implemented a new Write Protection mode feature that adds full File Based Write
Filtering. This feature is recommended for deployments where the probability of ungraceful
shutdowns is high and where, up until this point, the systems were unable to recover.

 Admins can easily enable Write Protection mode from the Admin UI.
 Disable Super Sensitive mode for Phoenix audio devices
 If you want the audio to be processed through your Phoenix audio device, you can now
disable Phoenix Super Sensitive mode via the Admin UI. If, on the other hand, you want to
hear the audio in its native state, you can enable this mode.

 This feature is useful in cases where you want to hear all the noise coming from a certain
location. For example, a nurse at a nurse’s station in a hospital might want to enable this
mode in order to hear every sound in a patient’s room.

 View the firmware version of connected devices
 For your convenience,
in addition to
displaying the firmware
version of INOGENI
devices, the Admin UI
and the VidyoRoom
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On Screen UI now display the firmware version of some Sony® cameras, such as the EVIH100V and SRG-120DH, as well as some Phoenix devices, such as the Quattro3 and
Spider.

 Track the temperature of your VidyoRoom systems
 VidyoRooms now monitor their CPU temperature. If the temperature gets to a high or
critical level, the temperature
reading appears on the
Admin UI page that you are
currently viewing so that you
can promptly address the
issue.

 The temperature is also
tracked in a log file. This log
file is accessible via the
Admin UI, and if you’ve enabled the Splunk® forwarder feature, it will also be forwarded to
your Splunk server.

 Receive notification that the CMOS battery needs to be replaced
 If the CMOS battery fails, the system date reverts back a few years. When you attempt to
manually correct the date via
the Admin UI, the CMOS
Battery Warning notification
appears to remind you to
check if the battery needs to
be replaced.

 Debug more easily with Recovery Console logs
 To make debugging easier, you can now access the Recovery Console logs on
VidyoRoom HD-3, HD-2, and HD-100 Rev 4A models only.

 These logs are accessible via the Admin UI, and if you’ve enabled the Splunk forwarder
feature, they will also be forwarded to your Splunk server.

 Resolved issue
 In previous releases, an issue caused VidyoRoom HD-100 Rev 4A and HD-40 Rev A
systems to go offline after being online for 50 consecutive days. The systems were then
unable to successfully reboot. A fix was added to this release, thereby resolving this issue.
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Compatibility
To determine which version of the VidyoPortal™ your VidyoRoom or your VidyoPanorama 600 is
compatible with, click Compatibility Matrix, log in to your account on the Vidyo Support Center, and
refer to the Software Compatibility Matrix.

VidyoRoom and VidyoPanorama 600 Compatibility Notices
 Version 3.3.19 (0673) of the VidyoRoom client is compatible with the following Vidyo
images:
VidyoRoom Family

Vidyo Image

HD-2

HD2-Win64-0_2_20_0_0584.vimage

HD-3

HD3-Win64-0_2_21_0_0572.vimage

HD-40 Revision A

HD40-Win32-0_0_1_15_0084.vimage
HD40-Win32-0_0_1_16_0126.vimage
HD40-Win32-0_0_1_17_0270.vimage
HD40-Win32-0_1_21_5-0673.vimage

HD-40 Revision B

HD40B-Win64-0_0_2_9_0094.vimage
HD40B-Win64-0_0_2_12_0126.vimage
HD40B-Win64-0_0_2_15_0139.vimage
HD40B-Win64-0_2_17_0_0295.vimage

HD-40 Revision C

HD40C-Win64-0_2_24_0_0510.vimage

HD-100 Revision D

HD100D-Win64-0_0_2_8_0086.vimage
HD100D-Win64-0_0_2_10_0120.vimage
HD100D-Win64-0_0_2_15_0139.vimage
HD100D-Win64-0_2_17_0_0295.vimage

HD-230 Revision A

HD230-Win64-0_0_2_8_0101.vimage
HD230-Win64-0_0_2_10_0120.vimage
HD230-Win64-0_0_2_15_0139.vimage
HD230A-Win64-0_2_20_0_0510.vimage

HD-230 Revision B

HD230B-Win64-0_2_19_0_0295.vimage
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VidyoRoom Family

Vidyo Image

VidyoPanorama 600

VP600-Win64-0_0_2_9_0101.vimage
VP600-Win64-0_0_2_11_0120.vimage
VP600-Win64-0_0_2_13_0139.vimage
VP600-Win64-0_2_14_0_0295.vimage

Vidyo highly recommends that you apply the latest available image when upgrading your
VidyoRoom or VidyoPanorama 600. However, before uploading a new image, please check
which image version your VidyoRoom system is currently running. If it is already running a
newer image, do not downgrade to an older image.

 VidyoPanorama 600 Internet Browser Compatibility: When viewing the Admin UI pages,
you must use Internet Explorer® version 9 or later, Google® Chrome™ version 35 or later,
Mozilla® Firefox® version 30 or later, or Apple® Safari® version 7 or later.
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Resolved and Known Issues
To obtain the list of resolved and known issues for this release, refer to the VidyoRoom and
VidyoPanorama 600 Anchor Version 3.3.19 (0673) Resolved and Known Issues document.
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